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About Us

THANK YOU  
FOR CHOOSING  
PIGEON RIVER DESIGNS.

Pigeon River Designs, located in Shipshewana, Indiana, is a small family-
based furniture shop designed with our clients’ desires in mind. Founded 
in 2017 as a custom cabinet shop, we transitioned into full-time hardwood 
furniture in 2022 with a lineup of 7 bedroom collections. In December of 2023 
we moved into a new 12,000 ft2 building. We added 4 collections in 2023 and 
1 collection in 2024 to bring our current product line to 12 collections.

Creating tailor-made solid hardwood furniture is our specialty. Our goal is to 
provide woodworking solutions that exceed our clients’ expectations - both 
in craftsmanship and quality. We take great pride in providing our clients 
with dependable and timely service, skilled craftsmanship, and exceeding 
our clients’ expectations with each project.

It is truly a pleasure to work with each client who trusts us with building 
furniture for their home, no matter the style. We are always striving to add 
value to our products and services and want to thank our customers for 
all the feedback and support you’ve given us. When it comes to hardwood 
furniture, we can’t wait to make your dreams come true.

2024 Updates
1. Oakdale is our new collection for 2024.
2. Platform beds are available in all collections. See price list for details.

7110 N 675 W  |  Shipshewana, Indiana 46565
Phone: (260) 768-7649

• Select pieces from the Bay Pointe and Oakdale collections marked 
with the  logo are available for 5 Day Quick Ship.

• All Quick Ship pieces are only available in Brown Maple.
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The Unique Nature of Wood
Wood is a product of nature and acts in ways beyond 
human control. All hardwood has variation in its color 
and grain. These characteristics add a unique touch to 
each piece of furniture. Even though we go through the 
same building process every time, no two pieces will 
ever be exactly the same.

Most hardwood is open grained, causing solid wood 
furniture to expand and contract with changes in 
temperature and humidity. These changes occur even 
after protective finishes have been applied. They may 
also cause the wood to crack or have surface checks 
(small cracks). This is not abnormal and not considered 
a flaw. Rather, it is just one of nature’s ways to highlight 
and show the unique characteristics of each piece of 
furniture.

Indoor humidity should be kept in the 35% to 45% range. 
If humidity drops below 35%, pieces using paneled 
construction (beds especially) may experience shrinking 
that exposes a light or unfinished strip of wood on the 
edges of the panels. This is normal and will disappear 
when humidity reaches higher levels.

Keep solid wood furniture away from direct sources of 
heating and cooling. It should never be stored in attics, 
basements, or out-buildings. Avoid direct sunlight and 
fluorescent fixtures due to their ultraviolet rays which 
can cause chemical changes in the wood and finish.

When cared for properly, your solid wood furniture will 
become a piece of timeless beauty—one that will be 
treasured and handed down for generations.
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2-Year Guarantee
Pigeon River Designs offers a 2-year warranty on 
workmanship, construction methods, and materials.

Repair
If a defect is found within the first 2 years of the 
manufacturing date, and the furniture has not been 
abused or improperly cared for, we will repair it at 
no cost.

Customer Responsibility
Customer is responsible for all shipping costs on 
returned product.

Humidity
Humidity levels need to be kept between 35% and 50% 
or warranty will be void on solid wood materials. See 
the “Unique Nature of Wood” section for more info.

Warranty Void
Pigeon River Designs will not honor any warranty for 
furniture that has been standing in the direct line of any 
forced air or heat vents. If furniture has any signs of 
neglect, abuse, or misuse, such as but not limited to the 
following—pet marks (scratches or teeth marks), water 
stains from accidental spills, color changes from direct 
sunlight or fluorescent fixtures—warranty will be void.

Our Warranty Policy

Timely Delivery
4–6 weeks on standard orders.

Solid Hardwood
Solid tops and end panels that exhibit the 
characteristics and beauty of real hardwood. 
The hardwood lumber used in our furniture 
has been kiln dried, a process used to minimize 
the shrinking, cracking, and warping that all 
hardwoods naturally experience.

Dovetail Drawers
Beautifully dovetailed drawers finished inside 
and outside, resulting in a smooth and snag free 
storage environment.

Open Knot Holes
We fill all open knot holes on rustic wood species 
with black epoxy unless otherwise specified.

Strong Drawers
Zinc plated 100lb. rated full extension drawer slides so 
you never have to worry about overloading a drawer.

Shipping Protection
All mirrors are framed hardwood, and supported with 
a plywood back, minimizing the chances of broken 
mirrors during shipment.

Chemical Free
All plywoods used to produce our products are Carb 
2 compliant. You have the satisfaction of knowing that 
your furniture has no chemicals that are harmful to 
either you or the environment.

Guaranteed
All products are guaranteed against workmanship 
defects, shrinking, cracking and warping if kept in a 
humidity and temperature controlled environment.

Our Commitment to You
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Quality furniture tailored to your needs...

Rail Bracket
We use a cast aluminum rail bracket that mounts to the 
post with two 2" lags. The result is a rock solid bed on 
all four corners.

Easy to Assemble
Assembling a bed is a matter of hooking the bracket on 
the pre-installed lags. Tighten the lags with a ½" wrench. 
Drop in the pre-fitted slats and you're done!

Dovetail Slats
Slats are dovetailed and pre-fitted on each  
end to prevent loose fitting slats that are always falling 
out.

Center Supported
Center supports that bolt into the slats and are also fully 
adjustable for the exact slat height to acquire maximum 
mattress warranty. Queen sizes have two, and the king 
sizes have four.

Sturdy Headboards
All our panel beds have a specially fitted  
cleat attached to the bottom of the panel  
that strengthens and sturdies the  
headboard and footboard.

Rail Options
Most beds have a standard 6" wide rail,  
8" off the floor. Optional rails are 8" or 12"  
wide. Floor height can also be adjusted to  
your specific needs. 

Customization
We can customize the headboard and footboard heights 
and other small alterations.

Storage Bed Units
We offer two different styles of storage bed units—side 
storage and footboard storage. Both of these will fit any 
of our beds.

Extra Storage
Our six drawer storage unit has more cubic feet of 
storage than a nine-drawer dresser and offer a great 
way to utilize the space under a bed.

Easy to Assemble Storage Unit
Our storage bed units consist of two cabinets and 3 
loose pieces. So with minimal time and a ½" wrench, 
assembly is no hassle.

Options
• 8” wide rail

• 12” wide rail with two brackets per rail

• Extra slats

• Extra center support

• Minimum charge for customizing

• Adjusting rail height from floor is  
not considered customizing

The Finer Details of Our Beds
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6-Drawer Side Storage Unit

Available on All Beds
• Shown on the Monta Vista Bed

Features
• Platform Height: 16¼"

• Solid plywood platform, completely finished.

• Toe kick to ease getting in and out of bed.

• Enclosed base eliminates need to sweep 
under the bed.

• Large 8" x 21" x 22" drawers with 2.12 cubic 
feet of storage per drawer.

• Total of 12.12 cubic feet of storage. Compare 
to Ouray 6-Drawer Chest with 11.12 cubic feet.

Shipping & Assembly
• Ships easily in 4 pieces: 2 main cabinets,  

1 platform cover, and 1 toe kick cover.

• Assembles in minutes. Tighten 8 lag bolts 
(same as standard beds). 4 screws on toe kick 
cover. Insert center platform cover.
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4-Drawer Side Storage Unit

Available on All Beds
• Shown on the Ouray Bed

Features
• Platform Height: 16¼"

• Solid plywood platform, completely finished.

• Toe kick to ease getting in and out of bed.

• Enclosed base eliminates need to sweep 
under the bed.

• Large 8" x 21" x 22" drawers with 2.12 cubic 
feet of storage per drawer.

• Fully functional with a nightstand beside 
the bed.

Shipping & Assembly
• Ships easily in 4 pieces: 2 main cabinets,  

1 platform cover, and 1 toe kick cover.

• Assembles in minutes. Tighten 8 lag bolts 
(same as standard beds). 4 screws on toe 
kick cover. Insert center platform cover.
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2-Drawer Footboard Storage Unit

Available on All Beds
• Shown on the Bay Pointe Bed

Features
• Platform Height: 18¾"

• Solid plywood platform, completely finished.

• Queen bed drawers are 7" x 21½" x 24" with 2 
cubic feet of storage per drawer.

• King bed drawers are 7" x 29½" x 24" with 2.8 
cubic feet of storage per drawer.

Shipping & Assembly
• Ships easily in 4 pieces: 1 storage cabinet,  

1 rail package with left & right rails, 1 platform 
package with (4) 15" x 57" x ½" plywood, &  
1 slat pack with 4 slats.

• Assembles in minutes. Tighten 8 lag bolts 
(same as standard beds). Drop in 4 slats. Lay 
platform pieces on top of slats.
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AVAILABLE ON 
ALL NIGHTSTANDS

SEE PRICELIST FOR PRICING ON OPTIONS.

Nightstand Options
Options

• Sliding top with felt-lined compartment.

• A magnetic lock can be installed on sliding tops to secure your 
valuables or handgun.

• Power strip with 1 USB port and (3) 110 volt outlets.

• Touch switch night lights on the bottom of the nightstand.

• Pullout shelf under the top (will not work with sliding top option).

Other Case Goods Options
• Felt-lined drawer bottoms.

• Extra drawer in second row of chests.

• Secret felt-lined jewelry drawer in 
the center stile of chests.

• Blum soft-close drawer slides.

• Chrome closet rods.

• Beveled mirror on any dresser.

• Any Buckeye Hardware available.

Power Strip

Sliding Top Touch Switch for Nightlight
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AUSTIN
COLLECTION
The Austin collection features a sturdy and solid 
farmhouse style construction that exudes simplicity 
and charm. Simple lines help bring a warm, uncluttered 
feeling to your bedroom. Celebrate simple beauty and 
embrace the welcoming feeling of being home again.

Shown
• Wood: Wormy Maple

• Stain: Carbon

• Hardware: 53005-FB pulls

Features
• ¾” thick tops

• Trussed feet on case goods

• Solid wood panel sides

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in select woods & stain colors
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Queen Bed  |  A-06
Headboard 54”h x 66”w x 3¼”d
Footboard 14½”h x 66”w x 3¼”d
Overall Length 85¼”

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• Platform
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Dresser  |  A-03
38½”h x 61½”w x 20¾”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Trussed feet

Mirror  |  A-04
36”h x 42”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  A-02
53½”h x 36½”w x 20¾”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Trussed feet 
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Nightstand  |  A-01
26½”h x 28”w x 18¾”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Trussed feet 

• Full extension side mount slides
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BAY POINTE
COLLECTION
With its subtle nautical charm, the Bay Pointe series 
evokes feelings of the sea. The rounded corners and 
edges as well as the arched tops on the bed and mirror 
make this collection cozy and inviting. Raised panels on 
the bed and drawer fronts and the tapered feet provide 
a timeless quality.

Shown
• Wood: Brown Maple

• Stain: Almond

• Hardware: P2141-VBZ pulls & P2140-VBZ knobs

Features
• Raised panels

• Softly rounded corners

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Reversed flat panels

• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

5 Drawer Chest  |  Q-02
• 45”h x 42”w x 22½”d 

7 Drawer Dresser  |  Q-03
• 35”h x 63”w x 22½”d

Queen Bed, Low Footboard  |  Q-066
• 63½”h x 68”w x 4¾”d, Footboard 21¾”h 

King Bed, Low Footboard  |  Q-077
• 63½”h x 84”w x 4¾”d, Footboard 21¾”h

Ba
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BEST SELLER!
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Queen Bed  |  Q-06   
Headboard: 61”h x 68”w x 4¾”d
Footboard: 33”h x 68”w x 4¾”d
Overall Length: 88½”

Features
• 1¾” thick arched tops

• Softly rounded corners

• Raised panels

• 6” rails

Options
• King, queen, or full

• Reversed flat panels

• Low footboard, no arch, 21¾”h

• 8” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser | Q-033   
43”h x 63”w x 22½”d

Features 
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Softly rounded corners

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Reversed flat panel drawer fronts

• Undermount soft close slides

Mirror  |  Q-04   
Dimensions 

• 36”h x 46”w

Features 
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  Q-022   
54”h x 42”w x 22½”d

Features
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Softly rounded corners

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Reversed flat panel drawer fronts

• Undermount soft close slides
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Armoire  |  Q-14
72”h x 42”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Antique Slate (FC19852)

Features
• Raised panel doors & drawer fronts

• 2 adjustable shelves

• Softly rounded corners

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

Options
• Reversed flat panel drawer fronts

• Undermount soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

Nightstand  |  Q-01   
31"h x 27"w x 20½"d

Features
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Softly rounded corners

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Reversed flat panel drawer fronts

• Undermount soft close slides

• Nightlight

• Sliding top

• USB & power strip
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Nightstand  |  Q-011
31"h x 27"w x 20½"d

• Stain: Antique Slate (FC19852)

Features
• Raised panel door & drawer front

• Softly rounded corners

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Reversed flat panel drawer front

• Blum soft close slides

• Nightlight

• Sliding top

• USB & power strip
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CASCADE
COLLECTION
The Cascade series is rich in design and style with a 
hint of Shaker heritage. The arched tops along with the 
boldly rounded edges and corners give this collection its 
signature look. Applied molding on the drawer frames   
and tapered feet add an elegant touch. Optional padded 
leather or fabric panels on the bed provide options for a 
wide variety of decor styles.

Shown
• Wood: Quartersawn White Oak

• Shown with discontinued hardware

• Standard Hardware: P-2141-VBZ and P-2140-VBZ

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

7 Drawer Dresser  |  F-03
• 34½”h x 64”w x 22½”d

10 Drawer Dresser  |  F-0333
• 43”h x 68”w x 22½”d

5 Drawer Chest  |  F-02
• 45”h x 42”w x 22½d
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Queen Bed  |  F-06
Headboard: 63”h x 68”w x 4¾”d
Footboard: 35”h x 68”w x 4¾”d
Overall Length: 88½”

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Features
• 1¾” thick arched tops

• 3½” x 3½” posts

• 1” roundover corners

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• Wood, fabric, or faux leather panels

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Queen Bed  |  F-066
Headboard 63”h x 68”w x 4¾”d
Footboard 21¾”h x 68”w x 4¾”d
Overall Length 88½”

• Stain: Golden Brown

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• Wood, fabric, or faux leather panels

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  F-033
43”h x 64”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  F-04
38”h x 46”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  F-022
54”h x 42”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Two drawers instead of one in the second row
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Armoire  |  F-14
72”h x 42”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Features
• Two adjustable shelves

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Gentleman’s Chest  |  F-11
66”h x 54”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Asbury

Features
• Long door has 3 adjustable shelves

• Shelf behind small doors

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

• Secret jewelry or gun storage
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TV Chest  |  F-08
28”h x 42”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

His & Hers Chest  |  F-13
55½”h x 62”w x 22½”d

• Stain: Golden Brown

• Hardware: K195-DBAC on drawers &  
K196-DBAC on doors

Features
• 2 adjustable shelves behind each door

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Blanket Chest  |  F-12
22”h x 48”w x 20½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Features
• Anti-Slam lid

Options
• Leather or fabric cushion seat

• Cedar bottom

• Cedar lined
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Nightstand  |  F-01
30”h x 26”w x 20½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry storage

• Nightlight

• Pull out shelf under top

• Sliding top

• USB & power strip

Nightstand  |  F-011
30”h x 30”w x 20½”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry storage

• Nightlight

• Pull out shelf under top

• Open instead of doors

• Sliding top

• USB & power strip
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CONRAD 
CREEK
COLLECTION
Stately woodland hills come to mind with the classy 
Conrad Creek series. Elegant in its design, the molded 
feet and rounded edges are the highlights of this set. A 
subtle sleigh style bed and reversed flat panels complete 
the look.

Shown
• Wood: Sap Cherry

• Stain: Earthtone

• Hardware: P-2141-VBZ pulls

Features
• 1¼” thick tops

• Reversed panel sides

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

5 Drawer Chest  |  S-02
• 55¼”h x 40½”w x 21”d 

6 Drawer Dresser  |  S-03
• 38¼”h x 67”w x 21”d

10 Drawer Dresser  |  S-0333
• 43¾”h x 67”w x 21”d
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Queen Bed  |  S-06
Headboard: 56”h x 66½”w x 5¾”d
Footboard: 29”h x 66½”w x 5¾”d
Overall Length: 92½”

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Mantle Queen Bed  |  S-066
Headboard: 57¼”h x 70½”w x 6”d
Footboard: 31¼”h x 70½”w x 6”d
Overall Length: 90”

• Wood: Sap Cherry

• Stain: Manchester

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  S-033
38¼”h x 67”w x 21”d

Features
• 1¼” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• Reversed panel sides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  S-04
39”h x 50¾”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  S-022
55¼”h x 40½”w x 21”d

Features
• 1¼” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• Reversed panel sides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Two drawers instead of one in the second row
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Lingerie Chest  |  S-14
55¼”h x 26½”w x 19”d

Features
• 1¼” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• Reversed panel sides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Nightstand  |  S-01
30¼”h x 26½”w x 19”d

Features
• 1¼” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• Reversed panel sides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry storage

• Sliding top

Nightstand  |  S-011
30¼"h x 26½"w x 19"d

Features
• 1¼" thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• Reversed panel sides & doors

• European hinges

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry storage

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip
• Sliding top

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip
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LONGMONT
COLLECTION
The Longmont collection features exquisite bowed tops 
and scooped legs that perfectly blend sophistication and 
rustic charm. The versatile design will complement any 
decor style. Add this collection to your home today and 
enjoy the luxury and comfort of a truly elegant bedroom.

Shown
• Wood: Brown Maple

• Stain: Earthtone

• Hardware: HH-4424-BL and HH-4425-BL

Features
• 1¼” thick tops

• Scooped legs on all pieces

• Bowed top rails

• Solid wood panel sides

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors
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Queen Bed  |  B-06
Headboard 61½”h x 67½”w x 6”d
Footboard 32½”h x 67½”w x 6”d
Overall Length 90½”

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  B-033
43”h x 65”w x 21½”d

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  B-04
34½”h x 45½”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  B-022
55”h x 43”w x 21½”d

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Two drawers instead of one in the first row
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Nightstand  |  B-01
31”h x 27”w x 19½”d

Features
• Solid panel drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Reversed flat panel drawer fronts

• Undermount soft close slides

• Nightlight

• Sliding top

• USB & power strip
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MONTA 
VISTA
COLLECTION
A bold and imposing set the Monta Vista series has a 
distinctive southwestern flair. Rectangular block feet, 
large posts, and opposing grain drawer fronts are all 
defining characteristics of this impressive collection. 
However, the most distinctive feature is the hammered 
black metal band and matching nail heads around the 
extra thick tops.

Shown
• Wood: Rough Sawn Maple

• Stain: Almond

• Hardware: H4424-BL

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

7 Drawer Dresser  |  M-03
• 35”h x 38”w x 22½”d 

1 Drawer Nightstand  |  M-011
• 30¼”h x 30”w x 20½”d
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Queen Bed  |  M-06
Headboard: 64”h x 68”w x 5”d
Footboard: 30”h x 68”w x 5”d
Overall Length: 91”

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  M-033
43¼”h x 68”w x 22½”d

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  M-04
36”h x 55”w

Chest  |  M-022
54¾"h x 46"w x 22½"d

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Two drawers instead of one in the second row

47Pigeon River Designs
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Armoire  |  M-14
67¾”h x 46”w x 22½”d

• Wood: Oak

• Stain: Almond (FC4200)

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

• 2 adjustable shelves

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Chrome closet rod

Lingerie Chest  |  M-15
67¾”h x 30”w x 20½”d

• Wood: Oak

• Stain: Almond (FC4200)

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

Options
• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Under mount soft close slides
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Blanket Chest  |  M-12
20½”h x 46”w x 20¾”d

• Wood: Oak

• Stain: Almond (FC4200)

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

• Anti-slam lid

Options
• Cedar bottom

• Cedar lined

Nightstand  |  M-01
30¼”h x 30”w x 20½”d

Features
• Hammered black metal band with matching nail heads

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry storage

• Sliding top

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip

• Open instead of bottom 2 drawers
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OAKDALE
COLLECTION
The Oakdale collection distinguishes itself with unique 
round posts, delicately tapered in the center to create 
an subtle bowtie feel. The bed adds to this aesthetic with 
its bow-shaped raised panels in both the headboard and 
footboard. This classic set features 1¼” thick tops with 
bullnose edges and rounded corners, complemented 
by raised paned drawer fronts. Embrace a fusion of 
traditional elegance and distinctive design with the 
Oakdale collection.

Shown
• Wood: Brown Maple

• Stain: American Antique

• Hardware: 475-MB pulls and 26-MB knobs

Features
• 1¼” thick tops

• Double taper posts

• Solid wood panel sides

• Full extension side mount slides

• Bullnose edge with rounded corners

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in select woods & stain colors
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Queen Bed  |  O-06   
Headboard 61½”h x 67½”w x 6”d
Footboard 32½”h x 67½”w x 6”d
Overall Length: 85¼”

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• Platform
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Dresser  |  O-033   
43”h x 64”w x 22¾”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Double taper posts

Mirror  |  O-04   
34¼”h x 46½”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  O-022   
54”h x 43”w x 22¾”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Double taper posts 
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Nightstand  |  O-01   
31”h x 28”w x 20½”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Double taper posts

• Full extension side mount slides
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OURAY
COLLECTION
A massive, bold, rustic series for your back country lodge 
or western decorated bedroom. It is designed to be built 
with a rustic wood species such as hickory or cherry. 
Oversized posts, highlighted by tapered, deep chamfer, 
give the series its lodge presence. Add to that the heavy 
1½” thick solid wood tops and the Ouray Collection is 
sure to impress!

Shown
• Wood: Rustic Hickory

• Stain: Tavern

• Hardware: K-558-BL pulls & K-58-BL knobs

Features
• 1½” thick tops

• 3” x 3” posts

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

10 Drawer Dresser  |  L-0333
• 43”h x 71”w x 22¼”d
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BEST SELLER!
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Queen Bed  |  L-06
Headboard: 64”h x 69”w x 7”d
Footboard: 33”h x 69” w x 7”d
Overall Length: 92½”

Features
• Beadboard accents

• 5” x 5” solid posts

• 6” rails

Options
• King, queen, or full

• Fabric or faux leather panels

• 8” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  L-033
43”h x 67”w x 22¼”d

• Wood: Rustic QSWO

• Stain: Asbury

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  L-04
36”h x 56”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  L-022
54½”h x 45”w x 22¼”d

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Two drawers instead of one in second row
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Gentleman’s Chest  |  L-11
65½”h x 55½”w x 22¼”d

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

• 3 shelves behind long door

• 1 shelf behind small doors

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

His & Hers Chest  |  L-13
54½”h x 62½”w x 22¼”d

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

• 2 shelves behind doors

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

• Secret jewelry or gun storage
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Chifferobe  |  L-15
70”h x 46”w x 22¼”d

• Wood: Rustic QSWO

• Stain: Asbury

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

• 3 shelves behind long door

• 1 shelf behind small door

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Chrome closet rod

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Media Chest  |  L-08
43”h x 57”w x 22¼”d

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• Wire cutouts in back

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Doors instead of open
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Nightstand  |  L-01
30½”h x 29”w x 20¼”d

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Sliding top

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip

• Secret jewelry storage

Nightstand  |  L-011
30½”h x 29”w x 20¼”d

Features
• 1½” thick top

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• No door

• Sliding top

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip

• Secret jewelry storage
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Blanket Chest  |  L-12
21¼”h x 50¼”w x 21”d

Features
• Anti-slam lid

Options
• Cedar bottom

• Cedar lined
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RIVERTON 
COLLECTION
The Riverton collection is crafted to bring a touch of rustic 
charm to any bedroom. Borrowing tapered chamfered 
posts and inset drawer fronts from the Ouray collection, 
this collection features a smaller design that is perfect 
for cozy spaces. Despite its smaller size, this collection 
brings a timeless warmth and character to any bedroom.

Shown
• Wood: Rustic Cherry

• Stain: Lite Asbury

• Hardware: K558-BL pulls

Features
• 2” x 2” chamfered posts

• Full extension side mount slides

• European hinges

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

1 Drawer, 1-Door Nightstand |  R-011
• 30¼h x 27w x 19½d

2 Drawer Nightstand |  R-0111
• 27¾h x 27w x 19½d

5 Drawer Chest  |  R-02
• 45¾h x 42w x 21½d

7 Drawer Dresser  |  R-03
• 41¾”h x 64”w x 21½”d
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Queen Bed  |  R-06
Headboard 52¾”h x 68”w x 6”d
Footboard 23¾”h x 68”w x 6”d
Overall Length 91”

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• Platform
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Queen High Bed  |  R-066
Headboard 62”h x 68”w x 6”d
Footboard 33”h x 68”w x 6”d
Overall Length 91”

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• Platform
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Dresser  |  R-033
41¾”h x 64”w x 21½”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Chamfered posts 

Mirror  |  R-04
34½”h x 51¾”w x 3½”d

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  R-022
54¼”h x 42”w x 21½”d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Chamfered posts 
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Nightstand  |  R-01
30¼h x 27w x 19½d

Features
• Solid wood panel drawer fronts

• Chamfered posts 

• Full extension side mount slides
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RVILLA
COLLECTION
Simultaneously simple and ornate, the Rvilla series 
presents a timeless elegance. Molding under the tops, 
along with raised panel drawer fronts, lends a refined 
beauty to this set. 

Shown
• Wood: Brown Maple

• Stain: Asbury

• Hardware: 6954-MB

Features
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

• Molding under tops

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

5 Drawer Chest  |  P-02
• 41¾”h x 42¼”w x 21¾”d

9 Drawer Dresser  |  P-033
• 45¾”h x 64¼”w x 21¾”d
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Queen Bed  |  P-06
Headboard: 57”h x 68”w x 3¾”d
Footboard: 25”h x 67”w x 3”d
Overall Length: 86”

Features
• 6” rails

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 8” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  P-03
37¾”h x 64¼”w x 21¾”d

Features
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

• Molding under top

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

Mirror  |  P-041
36”h x 51¼”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  P-022
49¾”h x 42¼”w x 21¾”d

Features
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

• Molding under top

Options
• Undermount soft close slides
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Nightstand  |  P-01
30¾”h x 27¾”w x 19¾”d

Features
• Raised panel drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

• Molding under top

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip
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SIERRA 
MISSION
COLLECTION
Simple and traditional, the Sierra Mission Collection 
offers a refined elegance to the mission style. This series 
looks it’s best when built from beautiful Quartersawn 
White Oak and accentuated with a radiant stain. Flat black 
hardware brings a fashionable finishing touch. There are 
several beds to choose from as well as two sizes of case 
goods ensuring that the perfect combination of pieces 
can be found for any bedroom.

Shown
• Wood: Quartersawn White Oak

Options
• Blum soft-close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods and stain colors

Additional Items Not Pictured

9 Drawer Dresser  |  K-033
• 45”h x 64”w x 21”d

His & Hers Chest  |  K-13
• 54½”h x 60½”w x 21”d

Gentleman’s Chest  |  K-11
• 66”h x 54”w x 21”d
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Queen Bed  |  K-06
Headboard: 54”h x 66”w x 3½”d
Footboard: 22”h x 66”w x 3½”d
Overall Length: 85¾”

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 6”, 8”, or 12” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Houston Mission Bed  |  14-HNQ
Headboard: 64”h x 72”w x 4½”d
Footboard: 30”h x 72”w x 5”d
Overall Length: 88”

• Stain: Asbury

Features
• 3” x 5” posts

• 1¾” thick top

• 6” rails

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 8” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  K-03
36½”h x 58”w x 21”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

• Hardware: D521-BL

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  K-04
37”h x 41½”w

Features
• Flat mirror

Options
• Beveled mirror

Dresser  |  K-0333
45”h x 68”w x 21”d

• Stain: Asbury

• Hardware: K8005

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

Mirror  |  K-044
31”h x 54½”w

Features
• Beveled mirror
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Chest  |  K-022
55½”h x 42”w x 21”d

• Stain: Asbury

• Hardware: K8005

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Two drawers instead of one in second row

Chest  |  K-02
48”h x 36”w x 21”d 

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

• Hardware: D521-BL

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage
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Armoire  |  K-14
72”h x 42”w x 21”d

• Stain: Asbury

• Hardware: K8005 on drawers & K8006 on doors

Features
• 2 adjustable shelves

• Full extension  
side-mount slides

• 1” thick top

• European hinges

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Chrome closet rod

Nightstand  |  K-011
29½”h x 30”w x 19”d

• Stain: Asbury

• Hardware: K8005

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Pull-out shelf under top

• Sliding top

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip
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Nightstand  |  K-01
29½”h x 24”w x 19”d

• Stain: Michaels Cherry

• Hardware: D521-BL

Options
• Blum soft close slides

• Secret jewelry or gun storage

• Pull-out shelf under top

• Sliding top

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip
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SPRINGDALE 
COLLECTION
Transform your bedroom into a cozy and inviting haven 
with the Springdale collection. The set features 5-piece 
drawer fronts drawn from a timeless Shaker tradition, 
and then coupled with simple farmhouse construction. 
This combination results in a timeless style that exudes 
classic charm and elegance.

Shown
• Wood: Brown Maple

• Stain: Almond

• Hardware: HH-4424-BL

Features
• Beveled Shaker 5-piece drawer fronts

• Paneled sides on case goods

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Choice of hardware

• Available in all woods & stain colors
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Queen Bed  |  N-06
Headboard: 62¼”h X 67¼”w X 5”d
Footboard: 28½”h x 67¼”w x 5”d
Overall Length: 90½”

Features
• 6” rails

Options
• King, queen, or full

• 8” rails

• 4 or 6 drawer storage unit

• Platform
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Dresser  |  N-033
43¾”h x 68”w x 22½”d

Features
• Beveled Shaker 5-piece drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

Mirror  |  N-04
34”h x 55”w

Features
• Beveled mirror

Chest  |  N-022
55¼”h x 46”w x 22½”d

Features
• Beveled Shaker 5-piece drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides
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Nightstand  |  N-01
30¾”h x 30”w x 20½”d

Features
• Beveled Shaker 5-piece drawer fronts

• Full extension side mount slides

Options
• Undermount soft close slides

• Nightlight

• USB & power strip
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STANDARD ON:
Longmont

Monta Vista
Springdale

STANDARD ON:
Bay Pointe
Cascade

Conrad Creek

STANDARD ON:
Rvilla

STANDARD ON:
Sierra Mission

P2141-VBZ

P2140-VBZ

STANDARD ON:
Austin

53003-FB53003-G1053003-ORB

53005-FB53005-G1053005-ORB

6954-MB

D521-BL

D529-A

D523-BL

STANDARD ON:
Ouray

Riverton

K58-BL

K558-BL

HH4424-BL

HH4425-BL

4424-ORB

4425-ORB

K8005

K8006

Hardware Collection

STANDARD ON:
Oakdale

26-MB

475-MB
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Bel Air | FC-47823Almond | FC-42000 Asbury | OCS-117

Michael’s Cherry | OCS-113Briar | FC-15743 Carbon | FC-50240

RED OAK

Michael’s Cherry | OCS-113Briar | FC-15743 Carbon | FC-50240

Bel Air | FC-47823Almond | FC-42000 Asbury | OCS-117

BROWN MAPLE
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Almond | FC-42000 Asbury | OCS-117 Briar | FC-15743

Michael’s Cherry | OCS-113Manchester | FC-42633Carbon | FC-50240

CHERRY

Earthtone | FC-40592 Michael’s Cherry | OCS-113Carbon | FC-50240

Almond | FC-42000 Asbury | OCS-117 Bel Air | FC-47823

ROUGH SAWN MAPLE
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Quality furniture tailored to your needs...


